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have shown in [l] and [2] that all proper normal subgroups of a symplectic group defined over a field with more than three elements are contained in its center {f 1).
Attempts at integral analogues of this theorem have been quite successful. In 1963 Klingenberg [3] effected a significant generalization of these results by extending them to an arbitrary local rings whose residue class field has characteristic not equal to two and has more than three elements. However he assumed that the underlying alternating form is unimodular, i.e., has unit discriminant.
He was able to show in this case that every normal subgroup of the symplectic group is a congruence subgroup in the usual sense. In 1966 Riehm [5] generalized Klingenberg's results by dropping the requirement that the discriminant be a unit. In doing so he restricted the ring to be a valuation ring with residue class field of characteristic not equal two and having more than three elements. In this situation it turns out that there are normal subgroups which are not congruence subgroups. In order to regain a complete discription of the normal subgroups, Riehm generalized the concept of congruence subgroup by allowing the congruence ideal to vary from entry to entry in the matrix. He was able to show that every normal subgroup of the symplectic group is a congruence subgroup in this new sense.
In this paper we shall generalize these results to the case where the underlying ring is a semilocal domain with suitable residue class fields. We also drop the assumption that the discriminant be a unit, but we assume that the module has a canonical splitting (See Section 1). By using Riehm's approach and his notion of congruence subgroup, we are able to prove the following main structure theorem of a symplectic group (listed as Theorem 7.9):
We also include theorems concerning the generators of the congruence subgroups (listed as Theorem 6.5, 6.6, and 7.11) and the relations between two congruence subgroups of the same order (listed as Theorem 4.1).
I. BASIC PROPERTIES OF LATTICES
Throughout this paper G will be a semilocal domain, i.e., a commutative Noetherian domain which has finitely many maximal ideals. We assume that 2 is a unit in 0 and every residue class field of 0 contains more than three elements. Let U be the multiplicative group of all units of b and F be the quotient field of 9. If S is a nonempty subset of F, the fractional ideal generated by S is denoted by [S] . If If L has a canonical splitting (1.1) with invariants (1.2) then
o~y with y in L implies a: is a unit.
A canonical basis for a lattice L is a basis {x1 ,..., x,} with the following properties. 6) 72 is even, (ii) if i < j then x,xj jl 0 if and only if i = 2k -1 and j = 2k for some k, 1 < k ,< n/2.
Let (pj i j in J> be the set of all maximal ideals of 8 and let k, = Q/pj , for j in J, be the corresponding residue class fields. Let -(or rj): 0 -+ ki be the canonical homomorphism.
For any lattice L, we define L(s,j) = LS/LSPj for s in 0 and j in J. We use the same notation-(or z-~) to denote the canonical map: LS --f L(s, j). We define canonically s + 9 = x + y, & .s! = z and ~5 = s-l(~y) for all X, y in LS and all 01 in 8. It can be shown easily that L(s,j) is a module with alternating form over kj . If L has a canonical splitting (1. l), then L(si , j) == Lr 1 I,, 1 ... 1 t, and 71, dim(L(s, J)) Sl n. T\:e denote L(s, ,i) by W, j). We define the dual ofL to be L---=-(.2:inFL/sLCC^).
One can easily show that Li-is a lattice and
Fl'f -.= FL. L * =-I, and (aL)T == a-lL=
Finally, it is easy to set that and An automorphism CJ ofL is called an isometvy if (ux)(uy) ~~ sy for all x and y in I,. The symplectic group of L, S,(L), is the group of all isometries of L. THEOREM I. I. Let L be a lattice with a canonical splitting (1.1). Then the quantities t, si , and ni -= dimLi for i -= 1 ,..., t of (1.2) aye invariants of L, a.e., they are independent no matter which canonical splitting of L is used to calculate them. Proof.
It is easy to check that every lattice iM satisfies the hypothesis of 1.2.
Q.E.D. 
Hence the lemma follows. Q.E.D. Throughout the rest of the paper we shall be working with a lattice L which has a canonical splitting (1.1). Whenever the symbols t, si , n, appear, they will be the invariants of L given in (1.2) unless stated otherwise explicitly. We also assume that ni 3 4 for all i = l,..., t. If I, = L, _L ... 1 L, is an arbitrary canonical splitting, then Proof. Let gj = sT'(MLsj). We divide the proof into three steps.
Step 1. We show that ~~=, g,LSi C M. Let a E g, . Since Xl is invariant, there exists an i-pure vector x in L and a vector y in M with xy =: asi .
TX,Si -1 is in S,(L) and carries y to y + ax. Thus ax in M. The assertion follows from 2.1.
Step 2. We show that ll4 I C:_, g,L, . Let x = C:-r aixi in M with xi is a maximal vector in Li for i = 1 ,..., t. Choose yi in L with yixi = si . Then aiyi = T~~,~;I(x) -x in M n giLi . Bp 2.2, ai egg , SO x ~&giL~ . This proves (2.1), (2.2), and (2.3).
Step 3. Let a Egi(Si : sj), a = b(s;'(xy)) where b E (si : sj), x E M and y EL"<. Rewrite a = s,l(.z . (bs;$)y).
It is easy to see that bs+sj E 0 and bs;'s,y EL"?, (2.4) is now immediate. Q.E.D.
Remark.
Since the ideals g, ,..., g, characterize M completely, we shall often write M = (g, ,..., g,). Notice that it follows from the theorem that a nonzero invariant module contains a nonzero vector from every line of FL.
If X is a nonempty subset of L, we denote by Z(X) the smallest invariant module containing X. It is the intersection of all invariant modules containing X and is also given as the set of all finite sums.
We note that ZZ(X) = Z(X). We define the order of u, O(U), to be the function which assigns to each ordered pair of integers (i, j), 1 .< i, j < t, the ideal Oij QED.
We put Ofi = gij as above. It follows from Lemma 3.1 and from the identity (ox -6x)y = +S(uy -Sy) ux that si gi j = sjgji . The following lemma follows from the identity up -(a'), = (u -S,)p + S,(p -6,'). 
t. Again we often write SS,(g) or SS, instead of SS,(L,g). One can show that SS, C GS, and SS, is a normal subgroup of S,(L).
We define a third congruence subgroup, sZ(L,g), to be the mixed commutator subgroup [S,(L), GS,(g)]. It is a normal subgroup of S,(L) and the formula upu-lp-1 -lL = (upa--6,) p-l + 6,(p-1 -6,)
shows that Q(g) _C SS,(g).
If t = 1, our notations of order and of congruence subgroups coincide with those of Klingenberg in [3] . If 0 is a complete discrete valuation ring, our notations coincide with those of Riehm in [4] .
We use C to denote strict set inclusion. Fix a tableau g. Let I = {i 1 1 < i < t and gii C 00). Define a relation ++ on 1 by putting i -j if either i = j or gij C (si : sj) when i f j. By (3.8), -is symmetric. Let i, j, and k be distinct elements of I. If i -j and j -FE, then by (3.6), gi, _C (si : si) gj, C (si : si)(sj : sk) C (si : sk), so -is transitive. Hence -is an equivalent relation on I. Let r be the number of the equivalent classes of -on I.
Let u in GS,(g). It follows from (3.2) that for each i in I(u -6,) L"i C gi CHAN-I%Ei CHAXG for one and only one value of 6 = + 1; define O,(u) to be this value of 6. It is easy to see that di: GS, --f Z, is a surjective homomorphism. It is also easy to see that n,(SS,) = 1 for all i in I. Thus S'S, is the kernel of the mapping L3: GS, -+ Z,I defined by d(o) = (di(~))is,. (ii) Every sub<yroup of GS, which contains SS, is a normal subgroup of S,(L).
Proof.
We may assume that g is not the maximum tableau. Then the set I is nonempty. We need only find the image of d to prove (i).
Suppose that Ai(u) = -O,(g) with i =/ j in 1. By 3.1, i # j, the image of il is contained in 0, Z, . It suffices to find, for each i in I, a mapping ~7 in GS, such that dj(a) = -1 for all i = i and O,(o) == 1 otherwise.
Take a canonical splitting (1.1) and define for each i in 1.
L(i) = 1 Lj , and fJ = -l,(i) i l&)0 3 (4.2)
Trivially u is in S,(L). It is easy to check that o has the required property. This shows (i). Let G be a group between GS, and SS, . If o is in S,(L) and 7 is in G, it follows from (4.1) that 0,(,x-r) = A?(T) for all i in I, whence d(aGopl) == d(G). Since d(GS,)
is an abelian group and G contains the kernel of d, so G is a normal subgroup of S,(L).
Q.E.D.
TRANSVECTIONS
Let y and z be vectors of L with yz = 0 and let X in F. If
Tu,&) = x -t h(yx)z + h(xx)y for x in L is in L, Ty,Z,h is an element of S,(L) and is called a quasi transvection. A quasi-transvection is called a (k, I)-t ransvection if it is of the form TV,,,,
with the following properties: (i) there is a canonical basis containing both y and x: (ii) y is h-pure and z is Z-pure; (iii) y :-: z if k == 1. Whenever we refer to the fact that T7,,z,n is (h, I)-pure, it will be implicit in this statement that y and z have these properties unless mentioned otherwise.
The following identities are easy to verify: 
., t, O,(T) = ((T -lL)Lsk), i.e., T is in SS,(O(T)). Also O,(T) = [i&j, and if g is a tableau, then O(T) < g if and only if Oij( T) = [Asi] 2 gii .
The first part of the lemma follows from 2.1, (3.3) and definitions. It is easy to see that (T -IL) LS* = X(yL"k)z + h(zL~)y. to denote the mapping which carries x to 01x, y to ~-'y and x to z for x in (x, y)O. We write P, instead of Ptz,yl(n). Proof.
If gii = 8 then the lemma follows from the proof of 2.1. We may assume that g,, C 0. Choose a canonical splitting L = jldjctLj with x EL, , and write y -x = C:=, rjzj , where zj is a maximal vector in Lj and rj in gzj , for j = I,..., t. We shall first find a product p of the required kind which carries x to x + yizi and is identity on Lj , j # i. Then it follows from (5.7), 6.1 and straight forward computatron that p is the required map. Next suppose that j # i. We shall find a transvection Tj of the required type which carries x to x + rizj and leaves L, , h # i orj, fixed. Choose w as above, define Tj = Tzj,W,(Wc.I.-~r , we have Tj in S'S, by 5.1. The product p IJjzi T, satisfies the condition bf the lemma. Proof. Let u in SS, and suppose that 0 # L = (ax + uy) 1 M with xy = s1 . By the definition of SS, , ux -x and uy -y are ing, = (g,, ,..., gJ. By 6.3, there is a product pi of transvections, each in SS, , which carries x to (TX and let say y to y'. Therefore y' -y is in g, and so y' -uy = (y' -y) -(uy -y) is also in g, . Since (ux) y' = xy = (ux)(uy), by 6.4, there exists another product pz which carries y' to uy and leaves ux fixed. Then p = pzpl carries x to ax and y to uy. Thus 7 = p-la in SS, and is identity on Lox + 0~. Now the theorem follows from the induction on dim L. By 5.1, (5.7), and 6.5, we get: COROLLARY 6.6. S,(L) is generated by pure single transvections.
THE DETERMINATION OF NORMAL SUBGROUPS
From now on the assumption dim Li 3 4 for i = I,..., is in force, let g = (g,) = gii be a fixed tableau where gi = (gi, ,...,git) is an invariant lattice for i = l,..., t.
Let S be a nonempty subset of S,(L). We define G(S) to be the smallest normal subgroup of S,(L) containing S. If S = {u} we write G(o) instead of G({d). Proof. Let ux :-= nx + by. By a change of basis and 1.11, we may assume without loss of generality that a is a unit. Let (xy))' = p. Then T~,-~,,-~~~u(x) = ax. Let ur == rT7J,--nmlbWa and a,(y) = cx + U-'-V. Consider gd = 7,,,eUgl . Let fv be the mapping that carries x to KC and y to v-'y for unit V. It is easy to see that u2 = fa . Hence u = ~l,--OCU~Y,a-ldUfn.
Let E be a unit with c2 -1 is also a unit and let 7 = T2,0e~uf~u~1fe~d,-ncir inG(u). T =Ty,n-ldi~ ( where 01 E (sI : si) and /3 E (sk : sj). Let a = olsisrl and ZJ = &ST". It follows that a, b is in G, as in LS* and bw in Lsj. Choose i-pure vector x', j-pure vector w' such that x, w, x', w' are mutually orthogonal. Then x' + ax = X" is i-pure and w' + bw = wn is j-pure. By (5.6) T' = T,~,,~,,T,~,,~~,+,T I z .w',-LL T X',W',P is in G(u) by (1) and (2) . The case Xs,s, S (sI : sj) sj(sr : si) si is done similarly. The result now follows from (5.2).
Proof.
We may assume that z and w are in (x, y)".
(1) First we show that T,,,,, E G(T) if z is a pure vector. Let or be the mapping which sends x to x, y to x + y and v to v for all v in (x, y)O. It is easy to see that or is in S,(L). Let u1 == T-%,TT;' = Tr+Y,Z,-uTutZ,u in G(u). One can easily check that O(T~,~~(~~)) < O(u), ~z,,Lqzy) is in G(u) by 7.5. It follows from (5.5) that Tz,u2(z1/)ar = T,,,,-,T,,,,_, = T,,,,-, is in G(a). 
